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KeyLemon launches its new iPhone app “LemonLogin”  
 
 
Martigny, Switzerland, February 22nd 2012– KeyLemon S.A. is announcing today the launch of the 
iPhone application “LemonLogin”, probably the first password managers for the iPhone based on face 
recognition technology.  
 
If you have already connected to an online account with a smartphone, you have noticed that it can be 
boring and error-prone to type the same words every time, everywhere. It is why users can save all login 
information in the browser and turn on the auto-fill feature. But, in that case, everybody having access to 
your mobile phone can now connect to your private online account with all your secrets… Despite its 
usefulness, this functionality is not very secure. 
 
So why not restrict access to other people? Why not enter a password before having access to all your 
account information? Or better, how convenient would it be if your face is your password? 
 
“LemonLogin” allows users to protect all type of custom online accounts with nothing more than the user’s 
face. Moreover, if your online account allows it, you will automatically be connected without having to 
press one button. 
 
As mobile phone users often change their location, “LemonLogin” can store multiple models of your face 
for every environment you will encounter. Of course, the face authentication process is fully customizable. 
Changing the detection threshold depends only on your convenience or security requirements. There is 
also other cool stuff to discover with “LemonLogin”, like the hijacker information storage or the 
customizable, drawing account design. This app will make all connections to your online accounts easier, 
more convenient and most importantly, secure.  
 
The app is available on the Apple Store packaged with both a basic free version and a full functional paid 
version. Just tap on the App Store following link:   
Don’t forget the link!! 
 
About KeyLemon 
KeyLemon is a software company that develops and sells convenient face recognition software for all 
users of a PC / Tablet / Smartphone / SmartTV and Cloud Network. Formed in 2008, the company has 
its main office in Martigny Switzerland, provides software that simplifies access to a computer or a software 
application and collaborates with several industrial partners to design and integrate face recognition 
technology into software products. For more information, please see contacts details below.  
 
 
KeyLemon contact details:   
Gilles Florey  
Rue Marconi 19  
CH-1920 Martigny   
Switzerland  
Email: gilles@keylemon.com  
Tel: +41 (0) 79 351 18 67  
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